3 know. Its consequences seem to be significant. It may, therefore, justify legal intervention, including new legislation and enforcement policies. " (2001: 11) .
Unexpectedly the book begins with examination of the archetypal female stalker, Lilit, a goddess in antiquity, to explicate how transhistorical subordination of women to men has led to characterization of independent and assertive women as stalkers.
Then it dwells on female stalkers throughout the medieval ages until modernity. Only in subsequent chapters Kamir explores the phenomenon of male stalkers and its most violent aspect of serial killings. As I explore below, she conceptualizes both types of stalkers as major phenomena of patriarchy. The last two chapters deal with legal moral panic, namely-public hysteria, and culture as perceived through stalking mythologies. Kamir employs narration analysis of intergenerational mythologies and demonstrate how they have constructed patriarchal culture and law. It accords with critical feminist studies that understand patriarchy, and male violence, as a fundamental structuring logic in Western thought and practices. Below, I review these topics in a focused theoretical context that I offer.
Rooted Violence and Narrow Public Policy of Legal Responses
The book conceives stalking neither as an exclusively modern phenomenon nor as a deviant behavior but as transhistorical embedded violent behavior. Nearly all stalkers are ordinary men, constructed in and reproduced through patriarchy, who use stalking to control women (Kamir 2001: 210) .
From tribalism to modernity, despite egalitarian illusions and some achievements in modernity, women have largely been subordinated to male control and violence as indicated in economic inequality, political under-representation, cultural marginalization, and sexual violence (Abu-Lughod 1995; Barzilai 2003; Butler 1990; Cuomo 1998; Ferguson 1995; Freedman 1995; Shachar 2001; Young 1990; West 1997) . Male violence against women, with its multifarious appearances, has internationally transcended specific religions and local traditions (Amnesty 2001 , Shalhoub-Kevorkian 2002 .
3 Even in Western societies, which articulate liberal egalitarianism, male violence against women is widespread. 4 Stalking, as a type of violence, should be theorized as part of multidimensional power relations in patriarchy. 5 One, who holds the power of control, holds the violent means to impose his desires on her. 6 She would not do what he wants, against her prime interests, unless he violently controls her practices. His violent control does not need to be physical. Due to biological reasons most men are physically stronger than most women (Gat 2000) . Yet, he controls her not necessarily because he is physically stronger, rather he enjoys the patriarchal society that makes her dependent on him (Panichas 2001). He can control her violently through means as domestication and economic dependence MacKinnon 1993; Minow 1993; Polan 1993; Rifkin 1993; Shachar 2001; West 1993; Young 1990 ). Violence is not only to beat 5 and harass, even to kill; violence is the power to discipline the victim through, inter alia, cultural and economic means. 7 The ability of X1 to enforce X2 to behave in contradiction to the essential interests of X2 is contingent on X2's vulnerability to X1's intimidation. In a gender-stratified setting, the intimidation inflicted by X1 upon X2 is further empowered since he (X1) is significantly supported by a patriarchal culture.
Despite some success of feminism in and outside the courtrooms, basic practices of male dominated societies against women---marginalization, domestication, discrimination, subjugation, displacement, under-representation, sexual exploitation, and violence---have not significantly been altered even when 'globalization' has generated expectations of liberal egalitarianism (Calavita 2001; Merry 2001 ).
However, the common legalistic approach to stalking has not comprehended it as a prevalent violent intimidation. Following public panic of serial killings, and subsequent reactions of anti-stalking legislation, legal scholars, psychologists and psychiatrics have erroneously perceived stalkers as deviants, either erotomaniacs or obsessionals instead of recognizing stalking as violence rooted in patriarchy (Kamir 2001: 198-202 (Gibson and Caldeira 1995; Gibson and Gouws 1997) ; neo-institutional perspectives on courts and norms (Epstein and Knight 1998; Gillman 1997) ; daily stories explored through interviews (Ewick and Silbey 1998) , and narration analysis (Brigham 1998; Merry 2001; Umphrey 1999; Yngvesson 1997) . Public opinion polls may detect current collective 8 trends of articulated attitudes and beliefs, which may indicate some veiled social proclivities. They lack historical etiological depth, however, and do not necessarily explicate daily practices. Interviews with ordinary people may expound more intricate stories about law and culture and allow more insights into daily practices.
That methodology is highly dependent on the questionnaire and its structure, whilst the mode of interactions between the respondent and the interviewer is crucial. Even so, interviews with common people who are asked about law as their daily life are illuminative, but lack historical depth, and they only partially reflect practices.
Kamir is using narration analysis and she is investigating popular mythologies through poems, books, plays, songs, religious texts, and films. Films have had a special effect since via TV, Video, DVD, and the Internet they could have influence collective consciousness. 8 As Austin Sarat, in his seminal LSA's Presidential
Address pointed, no in-depth study of law and society is possible without explication of films' influences on constructing legal cultures (Sarat 2000) . Since films are broadly watched, easily accessible, and powerfully visualize daily practices, their effect on collective consciousness and behavior may be especially crucial (Rosenberg 2001; Rosenfield 1993; Stoneman 2000) .
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The book exceeds the possible differences between various types of texts in order to construct a solid theme about mythologies in law. 9 Such a methodology has two major advantages. First, the book goes deeper than explaining public mood and rhetoric and explicates how culture was practiced. Further, it exhibits intergenerational transmissions and historical transformations of mythologies. Second, it explains the legalistic effects of public hysteria that erupts in reaction to daily events and equally explicates which cultural materials have constructed legal ideology that has secluded stalking from its patriarchal context. Myths, referring to assertive women as stalkers, and to male stalkers as deviants, may not only derive from legal ideologies but once practiced they may constitute legal ideologies.
Compared with studies that rely on personal interviews (Kostiner 2003) , narration analysis may overshadow possibilities of causal constitutive relationships between mythologies and practices. Since the book aims to cover stalking stories along five millenniums, the ability to unveil causal constitutive relationships between metastories and practices is even more problematic. Yet, Kamir analysis of folk mythologies is sensitive to historical developments of myths that are embedded in 10 legal categories. A similar methodology was used to study criminal procedures and the constitutive influences of narratives of criminal responsibility (Umphrey 1999 (Fitzpatrick 1992 ). Kamir moves one significant feminist step further in explicitly and critically exploring how mythologies have constituted a male legal ideology that has empowered and generated genderedbased structures. It is a significant contribution to the literature since law is not only a mythology by itself (Fitzpatrick 1992; Scheingold 1974) . Rather, it has been constituted by antique mythologies that constructed patriarchy. Women who desired to challenge patriarchy were perceived as stalkers, as witches, and as prostitutes (Kamir 2001: 42) .
The more insecure men feel, the more they procreate the image of progressive women as stalkers. Thus, the witch-hunts in Europe between the fourteen and seventeen centuries were violent practices that reflected the image of stalking in law. Mainly, the Catholic Church prosecuted women who were outside its disciplinary power in order to reconsolidate its powerful position vis-a-vis the younger Protestant Church.
Using the legal category of diabolism dozen of thousands women were convicted in courts, after they were tortured during the interrogative processes (Kamir 2001: 62) .
The genealogy of stalking includes the story of modernity. The book continues the themes of Michel Foucault (1980 ) and Catharine MacKinnon (1987 , 1989 on the centrality of sexuality in modernity and its regulation for preserving patriarchy. and what may 'happen' (Black 1999; Denvir 2000; Sarat 2000, 9) . 10 The argument concerning state's regulation of sexuality in times of public panics (Kamir 2001: 175-203) , transcends female stalking and illuminates other types of gender-based violence. Thus, the same apparatus was utilized through the heterosexual ideology against homosexuals in the twentieth century as they were blamed as spreaders of Aids (Richards 1999 imposed pressures on policy makers to frame more egalitarian public policies, and demanded public attention to male stalkers. In reaction, independent and strong women, social constructs of liberal feminism, have been conceived as stalkers. In the imagination of Fatal Attraction, the social guilt has completely been transformed from the male to the female stalker.
Less convincingly Kamir argues the same about The Eyes of Laura Mars (1978),
which depicts an assertive celebrated photographer, liberal woman, Laura Mars. A mysterious serial killer is murdering her lesbian models. He happens to be the police officer who investigates the murders, and with whom Laura Mars has a passionate affair. She experiences uncontrolled visions of the murders before they take place since her sight is being taken over by the murderer, her lover, and she can only see what he sees when he stalks his next victim. Furthermore, her murdered models are found dead in the same positions that are identical to the sexual and violent positions that she had staged and photographed prior to the murders. Unlike Alex, Laura is compelled to be part of the murders and can be depicted as a victimized personality manipulated by a male stalker.
When men stalk women they repeatedly watch them, supervise them, intrude upon their life, and strive to subordinate them to their own will. As studies cited in the book exhibit, the male stalker expects that the stalked woman will behave according to his expectations (Kamir 2001: 210) . In patriarchy, she is expected to behave according to his own interests, due to his intimidation on her safety. This is how X1
(the male stalker) has power over X2 (the stalked woman).
That intimidation on one's personality cannot lead to symbiotic relations, but to subordination of women to men. While rape and other types of physical violence are intrusions into the female body, stalking is an intrusion into her spirit, and the demand that she would surrender her autonomy (to him The film portrays a sleepless driver who aspires to clean the city from its corruption, trying to save an underage prostitute from her pimp, and ending up in killings. Based on the genealogical explication of transhistorical mythologies, the book criticizes that narrow category of male stalking as serial killing and argues that such narrow categories of stalking 'normalized' non-murderous male stalkers who have rejoiced the subordination of women (2001: 141-144) .
Such a concept of grand stories that carry and constitute struggles of identities over power through state law was previously alluded by different thinkers (Cover 1992; Olsen 1990 ).}}
Problems with Mythological Approach
Kamir attempt to conjoin deconstruction of intergenerational and transhistorical mythologies with current prescriptions for legislation is problematical. On the one hand, she powerfully exhibits that legal categories are epiphenomena of a cultural context (see similarly : Cover 1992; Olsen 1990 ). On the other hand she aspires after legal categories as the remedy for stalking. I will first explore her attempt to offer better legalistic regulations of stalking, and then explain the problem with her important project and the antinomy embedded in it.
The call for a legalistic regulation of male stalking through a broader category of unlawful stalking is similar to ambitions in other critical legal feminist writings that aspire to exclude violent sex through formally regulating and excluding pornography (MacKinnon and Dworkin 1997). The book submits a genuine feminist criticism of the 'reasonable person test', required in most anti-stalking legislation
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, following critical scholars who have deconstructed legalistic tests that veiled sociopolitical interests and ideology (Horwitz 1990; Kairys 1990; Mautner 1994; Shamir 1994) . It is forcefully argued that the reasonable woman test in anti-stalking legislation 12 Only in a few instances, in Belgium, Denmark, Ireland, and Norway, there is no requirement of the reasonable-person test (Malsch 2000) . According to the 1990's California law, the defendant is guilty of stalking if he/she makes a credible threat with the intent to place a person in reasonable fear of death or great bodily injury. A person can be accused of stalking if she/he willfully, maliciously, and repeatedly follows or harasses another person. Harassment is defined in the law as a course of conduct that would cause a 'reasonable' person to suffer substantial emotional distress.
internalizes injustice since it is asking whether other women would have felt what the alleged stalked woman claims to feel as a result of the alleged stalking.
To obligate a victim to feel what others 'should' feel as 'reasonable' women is in practice to substantiate the hegemonic values of patriarchy. As Kamir argues, the alleged victim has to prove in court her 'reasonable' suffering, namely-that she is not merely hysteric and fragile as women are often suspected to be in patriarchy.
Furthermore, I argue, because the injured feelings of the stalked woman are subjective
and cannot be standardized, the distortion caused by the reasonableness test is even greater than in many other legal categories of unlawfulness that refer to concrete tangible damage caused by violence. Requiring reasonableness of feelings is an attempt to 'objectify' stalking and therefore to transcend its social facets from the context of patriarchal violence. Since stalking is mainly a male violence against Current legislation would enable the legal authorities to convict only about 6% of the alleged stalkers (Kamir 2001: 206) , while the 2001 report on stalking, submitted to
Congress by the Federal Attorney General reveals that only 1% of stalking instances are brought to court in criminal procedures. 14 The book advises that anti-stalking 18 legislation will define stalking broadly, and not require women to prove the damages that allegedly were caused by their stalkers.
Problematically, Kamir does not follow her own fascinating account of mythologies that should cast severe doubts about the efficacy of any legal reform. Rather drastically she turns from criticism of male-state constituted culture to advocacy of male-state public policy, and believes in the willingness and ability of state law to reform practices, at least as a first significant step in a more compound journey of social reforms. Will the abolishment of the reasonable-woman test reform reality?
Formal state law codes a certain behavior as unlawful and frames a space in which criminal prosecution and the courts may punish Kearns 1993, 1998 Potentially, anti-stalking legislation may benefit from knowing about the place of mythologies in culture and law and it may touch upon some mythological thinking as non-normative. Yet, the origin of stalking is subjugation of women, therefore feminism should endow its foremost efforts elsewhere, and not in formal law that may be futile without liberation of women from the primary elements that constitute their subjugation (Brown 1995; Hartsock 1983; Nussbaum 1999) . To significantly transform the status quo, above few legalistic moments, requires expelling culture of patriarchy from law.
Such a claim has concrete consequences. State law should not be the main field of endeavors to expel patriarchy. Women have to acquire a strong collective feminist consciousness (Weiss and Friedman 1995) , which is a precondition to liberation of oppressed non-ruling communities (Barzilai 2003) . Empirical studies show that grass roots efforts to build feminist consciousness are not futile, and do have a record of success (Barzilai 2003; Weiss and Friedman 1995 (Olsen 1990 ).
The book findings should enable women to overcome myths as if feminine independence is evil, and as if assertive, educated, and liberal women are stalkers.
Deconstructing culture through exposing mythologies, as Kamir does, should become part of education, in order to empower women to fight male stalking, and acquire economic and social independence. When that politics prevails, whilst patriarchy has significantly been deconstructed, anti-stalking legislation will be effective, and yet prominently less relevant. Anti-stalking legislation that considers mythologies, as
Kamir prescribes, is part of a more egalitarian society. Yet, it is ineffective without other social forces of women liberation coming to the fore theorizing and practicing 21 alternatives to settings of patriarchy and violence. Grass-roots activities among women through unveiling and deconstructing mythologies may assist in reaching a communal feminist consciousness and economic independence of women. Every Breath You Take is an important base of such a feminist theory, since it genuinely explores how intensely violence, and particularly male violence, is embedded in our cultural psyches.
Conclusion
Exploring the place of mythologies in law is an important endeavor to redeem law from its formalistic and positivistic stigmatizations, and to deconstruct it in order to reform society. A narration analysis of transhistorical mythologies, through varied primary texts, is path breaking in studying popular legal cultures since the temptation to be a stalker and the fear of being stalked are substantially framed and reproduced through such spaces as films (and lately the Internet) and through more traditional types of texts from antiquity to modernity.
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The book neither neglects the law nor does it neglect society. Its research advances scholarly endeavors in law and society because it enables us to better comprehend how popular beliefs and folk practices have constructed and shaped legislation, court Rather than suggesting abstractions detached from a concrete local knowledge, the book constructs a very detailed and compound picture of stalking from interdisciplinary perspectives without losing the conceptual aspects of feminist legal criticism. Conceiving it as an important book about violence in patriarchy, as I argue, offers a critical conceptual prism to evaluate its high quality and its potentialities to invite additional studies about mythologies and law. Understanding mythologies in law from antiquity to modernity, as Kamir does, is a very impressive meaningful effort that should be prominent both in feminist theories and in law and society studies, since Every Breath You Take someone is watching you.
